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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to address the question as to how teacher preparation programs can modify their
curriculum to include authentic experiences with the integration of technology that will support the teaching and
learning practices of special education teacher candidates. Additionally, this study investigated whether the inclusion
of authentic assignments would facilitate the transfer of skills and knowledge of teacher candidates to teaching
practices and reduce the disconnect between what strategies are used in special education teacher preparation
programs and those strategies that special education teachers are using in the classroom.
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1. Introduction
The challenge in higher education teacher preparation programs is to prepare our candidates to become highly
qualified teachers and to understand how to transfer their learned knowledge of theory to practice. Too often we find
that there is a knowledge gap between what pre-service teachers or teacher candidates are learning in the classroom
and what curriculum our teachers are implementing in their schools. In an effort to reduce this knowledge gap our
goal should be to integrate authentic experiences and activities into our teacher training programs in an attempt to
provide ease of transferring this knowledge to the community of practice. According to Iverson, Lewis, and Talbot
(2008), “increased authenticity of activities, tasks and assessments will improve teacher education programs and,
consequently, teacher candidates’ learning experiences” (p. 291).
Defining authenticity and determining the essential components of an authentic task is central to changing the
delivery of course work and assessment in higher education. A crucial component of authentic assignments should be
to focus on methods of curriculum that are used by educators in the field. Although a teacher candidate may have
grasped theoretical knowledge, this does not ensure that they will be successful when implementing this practice in
the field. It is for this reason that educational researchers promote the use of authentic assignments that are
representative of those evidence-based practices currently in use (Darling-Hammond, Ancess, & Falk, 1995;
Wiggins, 1999; Newmann, Secada, & Wehlage, 1995; Iverson, et al., 2008). According to Neumann, Secada, and
Wehlage (1995), authentic tasks should “address a concept, problem or issue that is similar to one that they have
encountered or are likely to encounter in life beyond the classroom” (p. 24). If this is accomplished, the result should
provide context to theory and practice and increase the teacher candidates’ ability to apply theory to pedagogical
situations experienced in the field (Iverson et al., 2008).
In addition to authentic assignments, preparing special education teacher candidates to have an understanding as to
how to integrate technology into their teaching practice has become a necessity primarily because of the mandates set
forth in federal law. The Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act (IDEIA, 2004) requires
educational and child study teams serving individuals with disabilities to consider assistive technology devices to
support educational programming [20 U.S.C. 1401§ 614(B)(v)]. They further define an assistive technology (AT)
device as “any item, piece of equipment, or product system, whether acquired commercially off the shelf, modified,
or customized, that is used to increase, maintain, or improve the functional capabilities of a child with a disability”
[20 U.S.C.1401§602(1)]. Therefore, the added dimension of integrating technology into the authentic assignments
using evidence-based practices should also be required of the teacher candidates. Laarhoven and Conderman (2011)
stated the following:
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Teachers, particularly special educators, must a) be aware of available technologies, b) select devices or
programs that can increase the performance and functioning of their students, c) assist students with using
technologies and evaluating their effectiveness in instructional environments, d) effectively integrate
technologies into instruction to ensure improved learner performance. (p. 474)
This combination should provide meaningful experiences to future teaching practices by equipping the teacher
candidates with the ability to conceptualize the connections between current digital tools and their appropriate use in
the classroom (Vannatta & Beyerbach, 2000). According to Zhao (2003) “…for teachers to use technology, they
need to develop knowledge that enables them to transfer technological potentials into solutions to pedagogical
problems” (p. 4). The alignment between the technology topics presented to the teacher candidates and those in use
in the classroom to support teaching and learning should contribute to reducing the aforementioned knowledge gap
(Ottenbreit-Leftwich et al., 2012).
The purpose of this study was to begin to address the question as to how teacher preparation programs can modify
their curriculum to include authentic experiences with the integration of technology that will support the teaching
and learning practices of special education teacher candidates. In this particular situation authenticity referred to
activities or projects that paralleled or represented professional tasks that are performed in the field in order to satisfy
the individual needs of students with disabilities. Additionally, this study investigated whether the inclusion of
authentic assignments would facilitate the transfer of skills and knowledge of teacher candidates to teaching practices
and therefore reduce the disconnect between what strategies are used in special education teacher preparation
programs and those strategies that special education teachers are using in the classroom.
2. Method
2.1 Research Question #1
How can we modify our curriculum in special education teacher preparation programs to include authentic learning
opportunities with the integration of technology that can bridge the gap between the higher education classroom and
pedagogical situations experienced in the field?
2.2 Research Question #2
Do special education teacher candidates perceive that authentic assignments with the integration of technology will
assist them in applying theory to pedagogical situations experienced in the field?
The research questions were addressed through a qualitative research design that involved two stages. In the first
phase of the study the curriculum of one university level course entitled Educating Students with Low Incidence
Disabilities was modified to include assignments that were determined to be authentic through a review of best
practices and included the integration of the use of an iPad as the digital tool. Students completed their assignments
in small groups using apps that were chosen by the professor because of their use in the field and uploaded to the
iPad by the technology department at the University. At the end of the semester all students were encouraged to
voluntarily complete a survey to express their opinion in reference to Research Question #1.
The second phase of the study was accomplished through the use of a semi-structured focus-group interview with
representative teacher candidates from the special education class in the the teacher preparation program. This
interview process was completed in order to evaluate the learning experience of the teacher candidates through the
use of authentic assignments with the integration of technology in the university classroom. Their beliefs as to
whether this reduced the knowledge gap between theory and practical application of that theory, or Research
Question #2, were also explored.
2.3 Participants
A total of 31 undergraduate students enrolled in the Special Education class entitled Educating Students with Low
Incidence Disabilities were required to participate in phase one of this qualitative study. At the time of the study the
students were all second semester juniors, all were female, and they were all double majors working towards
Elementary Education, PK-4, and Special Education, PK-8, certification in the state of Pennsylvania. All of the
students were preparing to student teach in the following academic year in both an elementary education classroom
as well as a special education classroom with students who had been diagnosed with either high or low incidence
disabilities. Participation in the subsequent survey and interview was voluntary.
2.4 Procedures
The first phase of this study involved a review of the curriculum for this specific course to determine what
assignments could be modified to be considered authentic and to have the flexibility to integrate technology into the
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assignment. The university professor designed and developed the assignments that previously were completed using
fictitious case studies and paper and pencil methodologies. The goal was to adapt these assignments in order to
develop authentic tasks and, as stated by Iverson et al. (2008), to be “representative of professional practice” and to
require “a degree of thought and attention that can push students to higher levels of understanding” (p. 295). The first
assignment chosen involved the development and implementation of a story based intervention based on a skill that
was determined to be appropriate for one of the students from the teacher candidate’s field experience and in
consultation with the cooperating teacher at the field school. The skills varied dependent on the needs of the student
but included self-help skills, i.e., eating, dressing, skills required to travel in the community, transition skills, and
functional academic skills. The second assignment chosen involved the development and implementation of a Picture
Exchange Communication System (PECS) that was determined to be appropriate for one of the students from the
teacher candidate’s field experience and in consultation with the cooperating teacher at the field school. The PECS
included language related to choosing an item to eat, choosing a positive reinforcement, picture schedules, and basic
language skills. An iPad that was supplied by the University and loaned to the student for the entire semester was
used as the source for the final outcome and an Apple TV was used for the presentation to the other teacher
candidates enrolled in the course.
A survey was developed with 27 questions that included multi-part opinion questions, demographic questions, and
open ended questions to be completed at the end of the semester (Appendix 1). Participation was voluntary and 19 of
the 31 students enrolled in this course who completed the assignments chose to participate in the survey. The survey
was formatted in Qualtrics and Survey Monkey and all of the 19 participating students completed both formats.
The second phase of the study was a focus group that was comprised of four of the teacher candidates who were
enrolled in the University class that participated in this study. Circular seating was arranged in order to facilitate
spontaneous responses and an interchange between those in the group (Krathwohl, 2009). The interview was
semi-structured and a nondirective approach was used in an attempt to encourage the members of the focus group to
describe what they experienced through descriptions of specific situations and actions (Brinkmann & Kvale, 2015).
An interview guide (Appendix 2) was used that contained topics and suggested questions. The intention was to allow
the conversation to flow from the questions dependent on the responses of the students. The purpose of the interview
was explained to the participants prior to beginning and the interview was videotaped with the signed permission of
each individual.
2.5 Data Analysis
A qualitative analysis was utilized to determine the results of this study. Relationships in the data were determined
by systematically comparing responses of the informants in the interviews and the surveys. Coding was data-driven
implying that no codes were developed in advance of the data collection process (Brinkmann & Kvale, 2015).
The survey questions were completed in both Qualtrics and Survey Monkey in order to determine the most effective
method of analyzing the results of the survey and to determine reliability of the survey questions. Construct validity
was determined through a review of the survey questions by another expert in the field to determine if the questions
were asking what the survey intended to measure. The researcher then analyzed the results using a word cloud to
determine code categories as well as line and bar graphs to determine relationships that were created from the teacher
candidates’ responses. The use of computer software provided the capability to determine relationships through
graphic representations of codes, to automatically code where certain phrases or words appeared, and to link
information for coding (Krathwohl, 2009).
The focus group was video-taped and analyzed in order to determine recurring codes or themes. Words and phrases
were organized into coding categories. According to Bogdan and Biklen (2007), “As you read through your data,
certain words, phrases, patterns of behavior, subjects’ ways of thinking, and events repeat and stand out” and become
coding categories (p. 173). The initial codes were reorganized, reanalyzed, and refined into related categories. The
results were then member checked for accuracy and validity. Outcomes were shared with the participants in an effort
to “retain coherence with the views of the informants” (Brenner, 2006, p. 368).
3. Results
The students provided demographic data that indicated that all of the participants were female, second semester
juniors, and all were preparing to student teach in order to receive their certification in both Elementary Education
(PK-4) and Special Education (PK-8) during the following academic year. The students were not required to indicate
their overall GPA, but it is a requirement in the State of Pennsylvania where this university is located to have a
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minimum GPA
G
of 3.0 in order to be acccepted into thee initial teacherr certification pprogram, studeent teach, and rreceive
teacher cerrtification.
The three core
c
concepts or themes thatt were identifieed through codding of both thhe focus groupp and the surveey data
were autheenticity of learn
ning opportuniities, technolog
gy, and feedbaack. Presented below is a discussion of thee three
identified themes.
t
3.1 Authenticity/Technolo
ogy
In this stud
dy authenticity
y, as defined by
y the professor/researcher, reeferred to activvities or projeects that paralleeled or
represented
d professional tasks that are performed
p
in th
he field in ordeer to satisfy thhe individual neeeds of studentts with
disabilities. The two cod
des of authenticcity and techno
ology are beinng combined inn this discussioon because Reesearch
Question #1
# specifically referenced
r
the perception of authentic
a
assiggnments with thhe integration of technology.
The particiipants were assked explicit questions
q
in bo
oth the surveyy and the focuus group intervview in refereence to
whether the newly developed assignmeents enhanced their learning experience annd if they belieeved they weree more
engaged in
n the course and the inforrmation presented when coompleting assiignments withh the integrattion of
technology
y. The responsees were overw
whelmingly possitive in relatioonship to the ccurriculum chaanges (Figure 11). The
teacher can
ndidates stated in open ended
d questions thatt they completeed assignmentss with “realistic situations” annd that
they “weree able to use apps that we can actually use
u in the futuure.” They refferenced the aassignments ass being
“authentic”” and stated thaat “I was able to learn aboutt applications th
that I did not kknow existed aand then apply theory
to practice in the field.” It
I was their belief that “the different
d
apps m
made the assiggnments more eeffective” and “more
interactive because of thee iPads.”
The teacheer candidates were also ask
ked if they peerceived themsselves as beinng more prepaared to be a sspecial
education teacher
t
as a reesult of completing authenticc assignments.. Their responnses again weree positive (Figgure 2)
with the ad
dded statements that they beliieved they wou
uld be more prrepared to impplement evidennce-based practtices in
the field.

Figure 1. Did you feel as
a though you were
w more eng
gaged with the content in classs when using aan iPad to com
mplete
yourr assignments?
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Figure 2. Do you believ
ve that using teechnology for your
y
assignmennts better prepaares you to be a special educaation
teacher?
3.2 Feedba
ack
Although the
t teacher can
ndidates were not
n asked speciific questions iin reference to the feedback tthat they receivved on
their assign
nments, this top
pic was a repeated theme durring the discusssion in the foccus group. It w
was in the opiniions of
the teacherr candidates th
hat they were able
a
“to get feeedback and innstruction on hhow to use thee apps” and thhat this
feedback was
w more effecctive than whaat they receiveed on a traditiional assignmeent or assessm
ment. In additioon, the
feedback was
w two dimen
nsional in thatt it was presen
nted in referennce to the quaality of their w
work and on hhow to
implement this program in
i a “real-life” classroom situ
uation.
The teacheer candidates ap
ppeared to be quite concerneed as to whetheer or not they were ready or prepared for sstudent
teaching an
nd for their prrofessional lifee beyond the higher
h
educatiion classroom.. It was in theeir opinion thaat their
confidencee level was au
ugmented by reeceiving feedb
back on authenntic tasks. Thee benefits of ccompleting autthentic
assignmentts were also enhanced
e
by the
t opportunity
y to be involvved in implem
menting this prroduct in a leearning
environmen
nt and receivin
ng feedback fro
om their outcom
mes with the sstudents in theiir field experiennce. It was disscussed
that this is not possible with
w the traditional textbook an
nd lecture apprroach of learniing.
4. Discussiion
This study was a prelimiinary attempt to
t determine th
he efficacy or iimpact of channging the methhod of complettion of
assignmentts in the teacher preparation program of on
ne university iin order to proovide the oppoortunity to obtaain the
knowledgee that enables teacher candiidates to mak
ke professionaally sound andd morally ethiical and respoonsible
judgments when develop
ping and impleementing the lo
ong and short term goals off their studentss. A primary ggoal of
special edu
ucation teacher preparation prrograms should
d be to ensure tthat their teachher candidates hhave the pedaggogical
knowledgee and experiencce to develop and
a implementt individualizeed programs foor individuals w
with disabilitiees. The
National Council for Acccreditation of Teacher
T
Educattion (2010) stattes that “prosppective teacherss must be prepaared to
become exp
pert practitioneers who know how to use thee knowledge off their professiion to advance student learninng and
how to buiild their professional knowled
dge through prractice” (p. 2). Programs that
at incorporate pproject-based ccourses
that emphaasize technolo
ogy integration
n strategies an
nd authentic aassignments prrepare our futture teachers ffor the
realities off the special edu
ucation classro
oom and provid
de ease of transsferring knowledge to the com
mmunity of praactice.
ducation has ev
volved to inclu
ude simulated learning throuugh authentic strategies. Acccording to Broownell,
Teacher ed
Sindelar, an
nd Kiely (2010
0), special edu
ucation teacherss must have thhe ability to proovide intensivee, explicit instrruction
and must be
b knowledgeaable of eviden
nce based interrvention strateegies and assesssments. Theyy also must haave the
confidencee that they havee the ability to make decision
ns that will prodduce positive ooutcomes from
m their students and to
adapt to their educationall needs and req
quirements. Acccording to Veernon-Dotson, Floyd, Dukes,, and Darling ((2014),
“teacher ed
ducation makess a difference” and “teacher education
e
makkes a differencee in teacher canndidate percepption of
their preparredness” (p. 36
6).
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5. Limitations
It is acknowledged that there were some limitations of this study. First, our teacher candidates were all of the same
gender and represented one university preparation program. Therefore, findings may not be generalizable to other
teacher candidate preparation programs. Lastly, this study included the modification of two assignments and using
only one type of surface tablet. This could be broadened to include the implementation of additional assignments in
the field as well as a mixture of the type of digital tool.
6. Recommendations for Future Study
In order to continue this study, replication for accuracy of results would be recommended in a similar institution of
higher education. It has been suggested that participants should be random in selection in order to improve the
validity of the study.
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Appendices
Appendix 1. Authentic Assignment Follow-up Survey
Directions: This survey is a follow-up to the iPad pilot conducted in the first half of this semester. It is intended to
better understand how the iPad was used over the term. We are asking for identifying information in this survey so
that we can match this with your other study records throughout the course, however, your opinions, beliefs, and
responses to this survey will in no way impact your standing or performance in the class and will not be shared with
your professor until after the term is over. Any identifying information requested in this survey will be known to
researchers only; any information released from this survey to the public will be stripped of identifying information.
Q1 Your iPad experience: To what extent do you agree/disagree with the following statements?
Strongly
Disagree (1)

Disagree (2)

Neither Agree
nor Disagree (3)

Agree (4)

Strongly Agree
(5)

The iPad
encourages
exploration of
additional
course topics (1)











The iPad helps
me more
effectively
manage my
time. (2)











I think the iPad
enhanced the
learning
experience of
this course. (3)











The iPad
provides
functions/tools
that are not
possible with a
traditional
textbook or
another device.
(4)











The iPad lacks
important
functions/tools
that are available
with a
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traditional
textbook or
other device. (5)
I think I am
learning more
about this course
as a result of
using the iPad.
(6)











Using the iPad
makes this
course more
interesting. (7)











I can learn more
in any class by
using the iPad.
(8)











I would opt out
of this course for
an identical
course that did,
not include the
iPad. (9)











The iPad
enhanced my
experience in the
classroom. (10)











Using the iPad
in class
encouraged me
to interact more
than I normally
would with my
classmates. (11)











Using the iPad
in class
encouraged me
to use online
course materials
more than I
usually would
for my class (12)











The iPad was
effective in this
course. (13)
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Q2 Please provide 1 example of how the iPad was used effectively in this course.
Q3 Please provide 1 example of how the iPad was used ineffectively in this course.
Q4 Please provide 1 example of how the iPad could have been used more effectively in this course.
Q5 How did you use the iPad for this course?
Q6 How difficult is going to be to give up your iPad?
 Very Easy (1)
 Easy (2)
 Somewhat Easy (3)
 Neutral (4)
 Somewhat Difficult (5)
 Difficult (6)
 Very Difficult (7)
Q7 Please comment on your answer to the previous question.
Q8 What benefits do you see from using an iPad for students like yourself?
Q9 What type of computer do you use?
 Mac (1)
 PC (2)
 Both a Mac and a PC (3)
 None (4)
 Other (5) ____________________
Q10 Is the computer you use the most in the previous question:
 Desktop (0)
 Laptop (1)
Q11 Before this course I had used an iPad:
 not at all (1)
 a few times (2)
 sometimes (3)
 often (4)
 always (5)
Q12 Do you own your own iPad?
 Yes (1)
 No (2)
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Q13 Technology Service Center (TSC) Please answer the following questions regarding the support and service you
received from the Technology Service Center (helpdesk, SC 129). TSC (check-out and return of iPads, initial setup,
support)
Strongly
Disagree (1)

Disagree (2)

Neither Agree
nor Disagree (3)

Agree (4)

Strongly Agree
(5)

Overall, I am
satisfied with
the service
provided by the
TSC for my
iPad. (1)











The TSC staff
had sufficient
knowledge to
resolve my
service request
regarding my
iPad. (2)











The TSC staff
resolved my
service request
regarding my
iPad in a timely
manner. (3)











The TSC staff
resolved my
service request
regarding my
iPad in a
professional
manner. (4)











Q14 To what extent do you agree/disagree with the following statements?
Strong Disagree
(1)

Disagree (2)

Neither Agree
nor Disagree (3)

Agree (4)

Strongly Agree
(5)

Overall,
technology
makes my life
easier. (1)











I feel I
accomplish
more in my
student life
because of
technology. (2)











If I don’t use
technology for a
week, I feel
bothered or out
of sorts. (3)
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Q15 Given my overall use of all of the technologies at my disposal, on average I feel am a/an:
 expert user (1)
 advanced user (2)
 intermediate user (3)
 basic user (4)
 non-technology user (5)
Q16 Do you believe that using technology for your assignments better prepares you to be a special education
teacher?
 Strongly disagree (1)
 Disagree (2)
 Neither Agree nor Disagree (3)
 Agree (4)
 Strongly Agree (5)
Q17 Do you believe that using technology to complete your assignments in special education classes would make
you more marketable as a teacher?
 Strongly disagree (1)
 Disagree (2)
 Neither Agree nor Disagree (3)
 Agree (4)
 Strongly Agree (5)
Q18 Do you believe that learning to use different apps on the iPad will assist you in getting a job?
 Strongly disagree (1)
 Disagree (2)
 Neither Agree nor Disagree (3)
 Agree (4)
 Strongly Agree (5)
Demographic information
Q19 Please type your first and last name.
First name (1)
Last name (2)
Q20 What is your campus ID number?
Q21 What is your gender?
 Male (1)
 Female (2)
 Prefer not to respond (3)
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Q22 What year are you in school?
 First year (1)
 Sophomore (2)
 Junior (3)
 Senior (4)
 Non-degree seeking undergraduate student (5)
 Graduate student (6)
 Non-degree seeking graduate student (7)
 Other (8) ____________________
Q23 What type of high school did you graduate from?
 Public (1)
 Private (2)
 Charter (3)
 Homeschooled (4)
 Other (5) ____________________
Q24 What type of technology (if any) were you issued by your middle school or high school? (please check all that
apply)
None issued
by my school
(1)

Middle
School (2)

High school
first year (3)

High school
sophomore
(4)

High school
junior (5)

High school
senior (6)

























Chromebook
(3)













Desktop
(4)













Other PC (5)













iPad (6)

























Map
(1)
PC
(2)

laptop
Laptop

Other
(7)

PC

tablet

Q26 Do you believe that you were more motivated to be creative when using an iPad to complete your assignments?






Strongly Disagree (1)
Disagree (2)
Neither Agree nor Disagree (3)
Agree (4)
Strongly Agree (5)
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Q 27 Did you feel as though you were more engaged with the content in class when using an iPad to complete your
assignments?






Strongly Disagree (1)
Disagree (2)
Neither Agree nor Disagree (3)
Agree (4)
Strongly Agree (5)

Appendix 2. Sample Interview Questions
You are aware that the iPads that we used in class were part of a grant from the ATDL. We wanted to have a
conversation with a few students to gain an understanding of how you benefited from this technology.
1) did you feel as though you have an opportunity to put theory into practice?
2) were the assignments more authentic through the use of technology?
3) were the apps that we used intuitive or were they difficult?
4) would you recommend continuing the use of technology in the classes at SJU?
5) how would you to respond to being required to purchase your own iPad? Would you use it across classes and in
your field experiences? Would it be a financial burden?
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